PICO
TRIGGER
Thank you for purchasing Erica Synths Pico Series module!
With Pico Series we challenged ourselves – can we make ANY
superior functionality synth module 3HP wide and affordable?

FEATURES

Selectable internal clock or external clock
Clock output
Polyrhytmic patterns
Adjustable shuffle
4 trigger outputs
8 pattern memory
Web-based pattern design interface
Pattern upload via CLK input

TECHNICAL SPECS

Erica Pico Trigger module provides master clock for the Pico
System, as well as it generates up to 16 step patterns of 4
triggers – simple clock divider patterns, and more advanced
polyrhythmic patterns of different step length for triggering
drums. Patterns are user designed in custom web interface, and
can be uploaded to the module via CLK in 3,5mm jack.

Clock rate
Trigger amplitude
Trigger duration
Power consumption
Module width
Module depth

20BPM – 420BPM
5V
10ms
+20mA, -5mA
3HP
35mm

PICO
TRIGGER
The encoder allows you to
access main features of the
module. Push the encoder to move
through different modes.
1) If the encoder is blinking GREEN,
it indicates PATTERN PLAY mode
and stets clock rate.
2) If the encoder is light YELLOW,
it sets shuffle amount. Rotate
the encoder to alter shuffle
amount. The brighter is the
encoder, the more shuffle is
applied.
3) To upload patterns from the
web interface, set the IN/OUT
switch to IN setting and then
push and hold the encoder for
2’’. The encoder will blink RED.
Now you can connect a
laptop/tablet/mobile phone
with pattern designer
interface open to CLK jack and
upload pattern to the selected
memory slot. It will take about
second for upload to complete,
and the encoder will blink
green once. Now you can upload
next pattern, etc. Once you
have uploaded all patterns,
push the encoder promptly,
and it will advance to PATTERN
PLAY mode.
NB! DO NOT CONNECT ANY DEVICE
RUNNING “PATTERN DESIGNER”
TO THE “CLK” PORT WHEN THE “CLK”
IS SET TO “OUT”. BY DOING SO YOU
MIGHT DAMAGE YOUR DEVICES AUDIO
OUT PORT.
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IN/OUT SWITCH selects Clock
source. out setting means the
module generates internal clock
and outputs it on CLK jack. in
setting means you can patch the
external clock signal in CLK jack.
The module will start to play
sequence as soon the first clock
signal appears.
LOAD button allows you to load
trigger patterns from internal
memory on the fly, even during
performance. Once button is
pressed, Trigger Out LEDs will stop
blinking (but module continues to
send trigger signals)AND WILL
INDICATE PATTERN SELECTION. T1-T4
MEANS PATTERNS 0-3 AND BLINKING
T1-T4 SHOWS PATTERNS 4-7.. Rotate
the encoder to select a pattern
and push the encoder to confirm.
Patch external clock TO CLK JACK
or send the internal clock to
other modules. Also use this jack
to upload patterns from
web-based pattern
designer interface.

Four LEDs indicate the active
Triggers and selected patterns.
T1, T2, T3 AND T4 are
Trigger outputs
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You can access Pico Trigger pattern design interface on: www.ericasynths.lv/triggergen

The Pico Trigger pattern design interface allows you to design patterns of four triggers up to 16 step long. FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE steps to design an upload patterns!
1) Use dropdown to select desired track length for each trigger. Combination of different track lengths will give you interesting, non repeating patterns (combination of all 4 tracks) of
triggers.
2) Set BPM for your pattern! BPM setting will be saved together with a pattern in selected memory slot.
3) Tick boxes to set active steps (active triggers) for each track. Hit PLAY button, and you can listen to your pattern straight away. First track will play kick drum on each active step,
second track – snare drum, third – percussion, fourth – hit-hats. You can clear all tracks by clicking CLEAR button.
4) Once you are happy, how pattern sounds, initiate pattern upload mode on Pico Trigger module, connect audio output of your laptop/tablet/mobile phone to CKL jack on the module, use
dropdown next to UPLOAD to select one of 8 slots, where the pattern will be uploaded, and hit UPLOAD button! It will take one second or something for upload to complete, and the encoder
will blink green once to signal that the upload has been successful.
5) Now you can design next pattern and upload it to another slot. If you select a slot which already has pattern installed, it will be overwritten.
6) You also can save patterns on your laptop, and load previously saved patterns from it. To do so, use SAVE and LOAD buttons and browse the location for saving patterns or loading them.

Safety Instructions

Please follow the instructions for use of the Erica Synths module
below, ‘cause only this will guarantee proper operation of the module
and ensure warranty from Erica Synths.
Water is lethal for most of the electric devices, unless they are made
waterproof. This Erica Synths module is NOT intended for use in a humid or
wet environment. No liquids or other conducting substances must get
into the module. Should this happen, the module should be disconnected
from mains power immediately, dried, examined and cleaned by
a qualified technician.
Do not expose the module to temperatures above +50° C or below -20° C.
If you have transported module in extreme low temperatures, leave it in
room temperature for an hour before plugging it in.
Transport the instrument carefully, never let it drop or fall over.
Warranty does not apply to modules with visual damages.
The module has to be shipped in the original packaging only. Any module
shipped to us for return, exchange and/or warranty repair has to be in
its original packaging. All other deliveries will be rejected
and returned to you. Make sure you keep the original packaging and
technical documentation.
This device complies to the EU guidelines and is manufactured ROHS
conforming without use of led, mercury, cadmium and chrome.
Nevertheless, this device is special waste and disposal in household
waste is not recommended.

You will find Erica Synths terms of warranty at www.ericasynths.lv.
Items for return, exchange and/or warranty repair have to be sent to:
Erica Synths
Andrejostas Str. 12
Riga
Latvia
LV-1045
User manual by Girts Ozolins@Erica Synths
Design by Ineta Briede@Carre Branding
Copying, distribution or any commercial use in any way is prohibited and needs the written
permission by Erica Synths. Specifications are subject to change without notice.
In case of any questions, feel free to contact us through www.ericasynths.lv or via e-mail
info@ericasynths.lv

